
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Domestic business travel recovery and revenue forecast
•• The types of employees that engage in MICE travel
•• Characteristics of MICE events that attract and repel prospective

attendees
•• The kind of tech that MICE attendees want to engage with at events
•• How MICE events affect the professional lives of attendees
•• Where the event industry should be headed on accessibility and inclusion

The in-person corporate events industry continues its recovery; blended travel
(or bleisure) has helped drive growth as business travelers with a strong leisure
mindset have eagerly returned to travel to make business connections, gain
industry knowledge and see new destinations. The evolving priorities of business
travelers’ have changed how event organizers approach MICE attendees, and
planners now must think about ways to include more leisure activities in business
conference agendas.

However, rising costs and signs of economic instability in 2023 are causing
many companies to be cautions with spending, which can curtail budgets for
MICE-related travel, slowing the strong recovery seen in 2022.

Ultimately, success for organizers means creating events that not only offer
credible opportunities for professional development, but also provide a way
for attendees to network in more leisure-style settings than conferences have
typically provided.
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"The MICE travel industry is on
the brink of full recovery from
the pandemic, but that isn’t to
say it the same. Remote
working has further blurred
the lines between work life
and home life, and workers
are now seeking the same
fluidity in work and leisure in
professional events."
- Mike Gallinari, Senior Travel
& Leisure Analyst
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• Successful companies can dangle MICE travel as a perk to
workers
Figure 12: Monthly total job separations rate, 2013-23

• The US makes inbound travel easier
• Tech has a place, but isn’t for everyone

Figure 13: Virtual Tech – Use and interest, 2022

• Unravel Carbon presents a vision of a net-zero convention
presence

• By creating leisure opportunities, airport hotels can
compete as MICE venues

• Improved corporate booking can expand incentive travel
options

• Venues need to address a wider variety of disabilities
Figure 14: @OverlandParkCC Sensory Inclusive Certified venue
tweet, 2023

• Troop investment shows need to coordinate travel of
spread-out teams

• Entertainment venues offer unique MICE experiences

• Who’s engaging in MICE travel?
• Why do workers want to go on MICE trips?
• What makes events less appealing?
• Where do MICE travelers want to go for events?
• What kind of event tech do MICE travelers find useful?
• How is MICE travel seen by workers?
• What do event attendees think of free swag?
• Are events doing enough to accommodate attendees?
• Are MICE events inclusive enough?

• Nearly half of employees have engaged in MICE travel
Figure 15: Business travel completed in last 12 months vs
anticipated business travel in next 12 months, 2023
Figure 16: MICE and other business travel completed in the
last 12 months, 2023

• Attendee demos point toward more focused event topics
Figure 17: Anticipated business travel in next 12 months, by size
of employer, 2023
Figure 18: Anticipated business travel in next 12 months, by
employee role, 2023
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• Engaging with peers is more important than star power
Figure 19: Benefits of MICE travel, 2023

• Older attendees see events as a way to stay relevant
Figure 20: Benefits of MICE travel, by age, 2023

• MICE events are still geared toward office workers
Figure 21: Benefits of MICE travel, by work location (office vs
home vs hybrid), 2023

• Organizers are tasked with including the right amount of fun
Figure 22: Factors discouraging MICE travel, 2023

• Company decision makers won’t pay for a shoddy venue
Figure 23: Factors discouraging MICE travel, by employee
position, 2023

• Younger MICE attendees are more open to lesser-known
venues
Figure 24: Factors discouraging MICE travel, by age, 2023

• “Out of office” doesn’t mean disconnected
Figure 25: Factors discouraging MICE travel, by work location
(office vs home vs hybrid), 2023

• Gender dynamics can make women more discerning in
attendance
Figure 26: Factors discouraging MICE travel, by gender, 2023

• Schedule events to take advantage of weather and culture
Figure 27: Desired MICE destination features, 2023

• Decision makers seek local experiences
Figure 28: Desired MICE destination features, by employee
position, 2023

• Don’t assume employees of big companies have seen it all
Figure 29: Desired MICE destination features, by company
size, 2023

• Restaurant access is a way to appeal to older attendees
Figure 30: Desired MICE destination features, by age group,
2023

• Event tech shouldn’t get in the way of personal meetings
Figure 31: Desired tech solutions for MICE travel, 2023

• Virtual meeting software is still important
Figure 32: Desired tech solutions for MICE travel, by employer
size, 2023

BENEFITS OF MICE TRAVEL

FACTORS DISCOURAGING MICE TRAVEL

DESIRED MICE DESTINATIONS

MICE TECH
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• Travel is very attractive to workers
Figure 33: Attitudes toward MICE benefits, 2023

• MICE can be leveraged differently by all sizes of business
Figure 34: Attitudes toward MICE benefits, by company size,
2023

• Older MICE travelers are all business
Figure 35: Attitudes toward MICE benefits, by age, 2023

• MICE can be a part of RTO initiatives
Figure 36: Attitudes toward MICE benefits, by work location
(office vs home vs hybrid), 2023

• Event freebies need to be more useful than promotional
Figure 37: Attitudes toward swag, by work location (office vs
home vs hybrid), 2023

• Younger attendees see opportunity for good in shunning
swag
Figure 38: Attitudes toward swag, by age, 2023

• Remote workers are bringing business swag to home offices
Figure 39: Attitudes toward swag, by work location (office vs
home vs hybrid), 2023

• Organizers need to ensure attendees are feeling even-
keeled
Figure 40: Attitudes toward accessibility, 2023

• Remote attendees find safety measures lacking
Figure 41: Attitudes toward accessibility, by work location
(office vs home vs hybrid), 2023

• Accommodating mental health is a future necessity
Figure 42: Attitudes toward accessibility, by age, 2023

• Events are doing a decent job at including everyone
Figure 43: Attitudes toward inclusivity, 2023

• Reach out to groups directly to improve inclusion
Figure 44: Attitudes toward inclusivity, by race and by gender,
2023

• Data sources
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data

ATTITUDES TOWARD MICE BENEFITS

ATTITUDES TOWARD MICE SWAG

ATTITUDES TOWARD MICE ACCESSIBILITY

ATTITUDES TOWARD INCLUSIVITY

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 45: Total US sales and forecast of business travel, at
inflation-adjusted prices, prices, 2017-27

APPENDIX – THE MARKET
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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